Abstract: Calculations by the Hylleraas method are reported for 4~ and 4~0 levels of llthiumllke Ions with nuclear charge Z $ 1 0 . C w r i m n w~t h exper~ment is made in the case of Be 11. The binding energy of the metastable ls2s2p P O state of He IS estimated to exceed 0.0664eV. 
INTRODUCTION excltatlon methods; recently heavier ions up to
In a recent letter [l] we reported the results Fe XXIV have been investigated through laser plasmas of calculations on some 4~0 states of doubly-excited C91.
llthlum (LL I**). Tne purpose of these calculations was to lnvestlgate a long-standlng discrepancy between the calculatlons C21 of Holdlen and Geltman (HG), carr~ed out using the Hylleraas techn~que in which the interelectronic d~stances r appear =j explicitly, and unpublished work of Welss (quoted In [2] ) by the more conventronal conf~guration interaction method, and so, hopefully, to resolve problems that had arlsen in the spectr~l analysis based on the HG theory (see, e-g., the review of Berry C31).
It seemed worthwhile to extend our calculations to 4~ and 4~0 states of ions up to Ne VIII for which attempts at the spectral analysls have been made on the basis of the HG calculatlons. It was not clear whether further actual mlstakes would be found in the HG work (although Bwge and Burge [lo] have confirmed our impression that the HG energy for the 1~2~~ 4~ state of Li is too low) but we were confident of being able to produce results of greater accuracy. Our calculations, using the same Hylleraas technique
The Hylleraas method, as normally applied, but carr~ed to greater lengths, failed to reproduce automatically gives upper bounds to every energy the energy-lowering found by HG for the second and level, but for higher levels the accuracy of the thlrd 4~0 states and lnstead confirmed Weiss's bounds as energy estimates falls off. We have results. It seems, then, that the HG work was in indeed succeeded In lowering some of the HG energles error, probably due to an ill-conditioned secular considerably, bringing about changes in calculated matrix. Calculations by Lunell and Beebe C4, 51 wavelengths in some cases of 10% or more. We have also confirmed the accuracy of Werss's work.
observe that poor wave-functions can produce A detalled descriwtion of the method of our calculations is given elsewhere C61.
Quartet spectra of ions lsoelectronlc to lithium have attracted experimental attention (see the reviews of Berry [3, 71, and Martinson [8] further support C111; however the "hydrogenic"ls2p3s-APPLICATION: Be IIR* ls2s3p conflguratron mlxing appears to be very
We consider here one example of the applicasmall [4, 5, 121 . All the other levels of these tion of our results to spectral analysis; other perturbing series in Li I wlll autoionise into the spectra will be discussed elsewhere. appropriate ls2s~R continuum; thls need not, however, be a rapid process.
The doubly-exclted spectrum of Be I1 is at
The perturbing series play a much stronger rale in the ions. The principal effect of increasing e the nuclear charge Z is to bring down the perturbing levels against the "basic" Rydberg serles; in the non-relatlvlstic llmit Z + mls2p3p 4~ will be degenerate wlth ls2s3s, and both ls2p3s and ls2p3d 4~0 will be degenerate with ls2s3p. At the upper end of the Rydberg series the limits ls2s and ls2p will be degenerate; in other words energies will depend only on the principal quantum numbers (hydrogenic 5.222, OS 9.627, 68 25.386, 9 22.527, 6 32.009, 7 40.862, 7 52 .076, 9 64.652 , O 
